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Object: Out come of surgical treatment for proximal long segment post intubation tracheal stenosis

Dr Reza Bagheri et al.
Thank you for consideration of our manuscript for publication in your journal. We have reviewed the above manuscript according to your reviewer’s comments.

Reviewer : Giuseppe marulli

1.Methods. page 1. The reason of tracheostomy in all patients was mentioned in material and methods

40% of tracheal length was deleted in the text due to variable tracheal length in people. (in abstract and material &methods). (page 2,3)

2. results. page 6. Post surgical complications were mentioned in the results page 6. Factors affecting the complications were included in the results.

3. conclusion. page 9. In the conclusion part, the sentence was deleted.

Reviewer: Mohammad thaghi rajabi mashhadi

1. Grammatical errors were corrected